
SOUND QUALITY® BAFFLES & BANNERS
CREATE YOUR QUIET.



SOUND QUALITY 
ACOUSTIC BAFFLES 
& BANNERS
HIGH EXPECTATIONS, 
MET. 

In addition to offering superior acoustical values,  

Sound Quality Baffles & Banners are lightweight, 

economical, and easy to install. Each product is  

custom-made in your choice of size, finish and color.





R-100  
BACK-TO-BACK 
RIGID BAFFLE 
PERFECTLY FINISHED.

The corners and finished fabric face of R-100 Back-to-

Back Rigid Baffles have been described as “crisp” and  

it’s easy to see why. These baffles are all custom made 

and available in 1” and 2” thicknesses and a maximum 

size of 4’ x 10’.  

soundseal.com/baffles





SR-100 SEMI-RIGID BAFFLES 
COST-EFFECTIVE & ACOUSTICALLY EFFECTIVE.

SR-100 Semi-Rigid Baffles are the perfect economical solution to reverberation issues for large  

spaces. They are easy to install in the ceiling from factory installed grommets, but can also be installed  

flat to the ceiling or turned into an economic wall panel. The SR-100 Semi-Rigid Baffles are all custom  

made with a wide variety of sizes and finishes, including PVC and sailcloth. soundseal.com/baffles



CATENARY BANNERS 
GO BIG.

Catenary Banners are an economical option for large, open spaces that require a lot of 

sound absorption. The banners are stitched into a PVC, sailcloth or fabric facing and are 

available in custom sizes up to 4’ x 20’. 
soundseal.com/baffles



CHROMA® 
PAINTABLE 
BAFFLES
JUST YOUR STYLE. 

Sound Quality R-100 Chroma Baffles are the perfect 

solution where a traditional fabric finish is not desired.

soundseal.com/baffles





AERIAL™ EXTERIOR 
GRADE BAFFLES 
& BANNERS
EXPERIENCE HOW 
COLORFUL QUIET  
CAN BE. 

With Aerial from Sound Seal, it’s possible to achieve

color and quiet outside. Elevate your exterior with our

new versatile and colorful line of exterior-grade baffles

and panels, available in 12 vibrant hues. 





AERIAL SR-100  
WALL BAFFLES 
AMBIENCE ACHIEVED.

Aerial SR-100 (Semi-Rigid) Wall Baffles are 2” thick  

and available in custom sizes up to 4’ x 10’. Pick the  

color that matches your corporate branding or elevates  

the look and ambience of your space.   

soundseal.com/aerial-wall





AERIAL SR-100 WALL BAFFLES SHOWN





AERIAL SR-100 
CEILING BAFFLES
HAVE YOUR CAKE,  
AND EAT IT, TOO. 

Aerial SR-100 (Semi-Rigid) Ceiling Baffles are finished in an 

exterior grade fabric using TENARA® Thread. Suspended 

from ceilings using built-in stainless steel grommets, these 

2” thick baffles are available in custom sizes up to 4’ x 10’. 

soundseal.com/aerial-ceiling





AERIAL CATENARY 
BANNERS 
HELP MAKE MEMORIES.

Aerial Catenary Banners are an ideal product when you 

have a large open outdoor space that requires a lot of 

sound absorption. The banners hang horizontally from 

stainless steel grommets or aluminum stiffeners. They  

are finished in an exterior grade fabric using TENARA® 

Thread and are available in sizes up to 4’ x 20’.  

soundseal.com/aerial-banner





DISCOVER SOUND QUALITY
soundseal.com/soundquality

CHROMA PAINTABLE BAFFLES SHOWN


